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This street-style bible requires a chic and sexy look at the aesthetic power of blue jeans, featuring
stylish women around the world wearing a common denim within their own unique way.can be a
veritable who’s sexiness, whether it's being decked out or dressed down, has made it the ultimate
fashion statement and also the ultimate anti-fashion statement.Denim s who of the denim design
world, featuring the non-public looks of trendsetters, stylists, vintage dealers, as well as store
owners of renowned favorites such as Lot, Share and Barrel in Los Angeles and Goodhood in
London, and designers from cult brands such as Rollas and Lorod., Europe, Japan, and
Australia.Presenting street style at the best,  This publication can be an ode to the enduring cool of
denim and the innovative ways it could be worn, showcasing unique and inspirational fashionable
looks from denim fans across the United States, the U.Denim’K.A tribute to blue skinny jeans and
denim style around the world, this stylish quantity is full of ideas for how to wear and style your
denim, imparting inspiration not merely for fashionistas, but for all who love blue jeans.
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Fantastic study about a lifestyle and culture As a designer with over 30 years in the menswear
industry I could tell you that Amy Leverton has gotten my attention. but good images~I especially like
the geographic breakdown since it allows you to appreciate how culture can form an appreciation
of a fashion staple. The blurbs on each subject are short plenty of to be interesting, but long more
than enough to cover the subject. Original. Great addition to any denim lovers collection Great
concept, excelent spotlights about denim industry peeps. Ah well.This is an excellent study on a
lifestyle and culture that runs so deep within the veins of so many of us. When I opened up it for the
first time I was totally floored by the sheer quantity of content packed in to the pages. Fanastic full
page photos of yummy denim! Loved this book!. Plenty of great full page colour photos of delicious
denim! Excellent photography The book is amazing. Three Stars the book cover experienced a
crease jeans heaven beautiful book! More exclusive design, varied cuts and matches was lacking.
Overall a great book! She's made me feel like - compared to this business - I've marketed my soul
for the sake of a cleaner closet. This book is crucial for the Denim enthusiasts. Gift for denim-
obsessed husband Great gift for my denim-obsessed husband. You won't regret it. I love the
selected paper and printing style (its not glossy) The book is amazing. My just regret can be that
there was insufficient variety in the outfits. Excellent photography, extremely interesting written
content (if you value men's denim!. My only regret is that today I must say i wished I had held some
of the jeans I gave up! Among the best books I've ever owned An absolutely fantastic reserve.
Bravo Amy and I'm going to be looking to discover what you do next. The photography is great,
especially the close up shots beautifully capture the texture of the denim. If you are considering
obtaining this reserve, DO IT. Ideal for inspiration and imagination. I've abandoned my children!
Glaring omission of denim manufacturers/enthusiasts from the southern United States though! Each
page features a character from the Denim picture from around the world with a few lines from them
about denim. :) Pictures are bold, he adores the content. Five Stars Excellent coffee table style book
for denim, workwear or american heritage fans. Mostly denim jackets with denims, skinny jeans with
denim jackets! but good images~ not so special. Cannot put it down!).. The dude tales, while short
and focused, are wealthy and elaborate in a way that weaves together a get better at tale on
denim and indigo.
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